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 in Room 2 of the 
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BILL  FARR 
A game but inexeperienced Spartan 
frosh 




the  College of Pacific frost'
 18-2




 in Spartan 
Stadium. 
The I'll Tigers
 showed they 
really
 meant 







 of play. After





 up and made a ball game of it. 
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 only to have
 it 
red play









la Jim Fordice pass was inter -
piece of bad
 luck they 
proceeded  
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Bengals'  classy , 
I Neither






sf in the remaining minutes 
down
 
the center for the score. 







number  two. 
The
 next ! 
The 
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time 
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the passing of 
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-
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before Ron Tipton fumbled the ; 




178 yards but their passing attack 
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when
 a host of 
Spartans  led by 
Jerry 
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the  gun sounded ending ; 
the first half, Len Paratt flipped!  
an aerial to Virge 
Lazzeri  for a ; 
21 yard gain. It was the only 
completed pass 
in






Bob  Bronzan, who 
was on the phones aiding the fresh-
man coaching staff of Tom Cuffe, 
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and  Gibby Men_ ! 
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our  boys. so far. ! 
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all three of 
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ment. 
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Bud Winter an -
flounced the tentative cross-coun-
try schedule Friday.
 
With the Cal 
Poly  and Stanford 
meets yet undetermined. other 
dates have been set as follows: 
Oct. 23 -Intra squad tryouts. 
Nov. 1 San Francisco State 
invitational there. 
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Anyone interested in 
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for the college varsity
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wrestling teams is requested 
to sign up earl) this 
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 a certificate with 
the  picture of a ripe VVenatellare 
apple on it, will
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The Rig Red Apple award, 
Awards will
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or newspaper makes a notable con-
tribution 
to
 the profession,  
Dr. 
Bentel said. 
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